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Abstract | There are a significant number of patients with canine mammary tumors (CMTs) whose outcome and
prognosis are not predicting with the clinical indicators and current histopathological grading (I, II, III), where grade
III mammary carcinomas have a 21-fold greater risk of death than grade I and II tumors. Therefore, it is main to
use complementary diagnostic methods to improve histological classification in these cases. The presence of type I
(Coll-I) and III (Coll-III) collagen in the tumor stroma is related to metastasis from human breast cancer. From
paraffin-embedded samples (FFPE) of the stroma of canine mammary gland carcinomas (CMGCs), we describe the
characterization of type I and III collagen fibers in 10 samples of each histological grade (n=30), using Picrosirius red
(PSR) staining under polarized light to evaluate its relationship with histological grading. The Coll-I fibers showed
different lengths, disposition, and thickness in all tumor grades with a random distribution. In the three histological
grades, the Coll-III fibers showed a lower expression than the Coll-I fibers, showing the highest expression of Coll-III
in grade I, decreasing its gradual percentage in grades II and III (P < 0.0001). Our results indicate that the decrease of
Coll-III in the tumor stroma is inversely proportional to the increase in the grading of CMGCs. Therefore, we suggest
that PSR can be a complementary method that helps to support the grading of CMGCs in a diagnostic laboratory
workflow.
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INTRODUCTION

C

anine mammary tumors (CMTs) are the most
common neoplasia in female dogs, with a higher
prevalence in pure breeds (Misdorp, 2002). Its development
is related to the low expression of the progesterone and
estrogen produced in the ovaries and their receptors in
breast cancer tissue (Chang et al., 2009) in addition, it’s
has been associate with the age of the animal (Benavente et
al., 2016). Currently, there are several diagnostic tools for
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canine mammary gland carcinomas (CMGCs) like infrared
breast thermography, ultrasound, and diagnostic cytology
by fine-needle aspiration (Simon et al., 2009; Pavelski et
al., 2015; Soler et al., 2016). Nevertheless, histopathology
is the method to confirm the diagnosis with histological
grading of mammary tumors (Tavasoly et al., 2013; Soler
et al., 2016). The histopathological classification of canine
mammary neoplasms is by the three-grade classification
system (i.e., I, II, III) proposed for breast tumors in
human medicine (Elston and Ellis, 1991). This scale
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assesses tubule formation, nuclear pleomorphism, and
mitotic count, defining the patient’s prognosis (Peña et
al., 2013). Grade III mammary carcinomas have a 21-fold
greater risk of death than grade I and II tumors in canines
(Karayannopoulou et al., 2005). Authors report that at
least 50% of CMTs are malignant, while others describe
percentages ranging from 26% to 73% (Perez et al., 2000).
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The collagen plays a crucial role in modulating the biological
behavior of CMTs, and there is evidence that tumorassociated collagen signatures (TACS) defined by secondgeneration harmonic imaging (SHG) that are predictive of
aggressive biologically behavior and poor prognosis (Case
et al., 2017; Garcia et al., 2021). Picrosirius (PSR) is a stain
that highlights the collagen present in the stroma of the
tissues employing the birefringence of the collagen fibers,
detected under polarized light (Rittié, 2017).This technique
allows the evaluation of collagen fibers involving their
alterations through morphometric techniques such as spot
planimetry and color segmentation (Bedoya et al., 2019;
Coelho et al., 2018; Coleman, 2011). Studies in canine
tumor stroma have found differences in Coll-I and type III
(Coll-III) collagen fibers using PSR (Bedoya et al., 2016;
Calderon et al., 2019). Due to the decisive role of collagen
in modulating the development and progression of breast
cancer in canine females, the study of tumor-stroma can
help to elucidate potential therapeutic targets for tumor
control (Case et al., 2017). In veterinary medicine, there
are no reports of Coll-I and Coll-III fibers density by PSR
stain in CMGCs. This study aims to quantify the Coll-I
and Coll-III fibers in the stroma of CMGCs and their
relationship with neoplasia grading.

Studies have shown that breast cancer in humans and
murine models showed an interaction between tumor cells
and extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins (Lyons et al.,
2011; Provenzano et al., 2008). ECM is mainly composed
of proteoglycans and fibrous proteins (e.g., collagen,
elastin, fibronectin, and laminin) (Theocharis et al., 2016).
Mammary acini can coordinate their disorganization
toward a malignant phenotype through long-range
mechanical interactions with a collagen matrix, accelerating
the transition to an invasive phenotype (Shi et al., 2014).
On the other hand, tension homeostasis is describing as
the decisive factor for the malignant phenotype in tumors,
where the chronic increase in cytoskeletal tension, mediated
by the sustained rigidity of the matrix (i.e., the increase
in collagen fibers) or by the elevation of the extracellular
signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and Rho kinase activity
(oncogene amplification), if of sufficient magnitude and
duration, could drive the assembly/ stabilization of focal MATERIALS AND METHODS
adhesion (mediated by integrins) to enhance growth
and perturb tissue organization, promoting malignant
Sample collection and histopathology
transformation of a tissue (Paszek et al., 2005).
30 paraffin-embedded (FFPE) samples with the diagnosis
of CMGCs were used in this study for histopathological
Collagen plays a fundamental role in the tumor
grading, PSR staining, and microphotographic record
microenvironment through its ability to modulate physical,
of ten random fields to the intratumoral regions with a
biochemical, and biomechanical cues perceived by both
magnification of 200X. Samples were obtained from the
tumor cells and cancer-associated stromal cells producing
archive of the year 2017 of the Veterinary Histopathology
tumor stiffness (Brisson et al., 2015; Golaraei et al., 2016;
Laboratory, DVT, UFV, Viçosa, MG, Brazil. All samples
Levental et al., 2009; Maller et al., 2013; Provenzano et al.,
were collected from female dogs and for tumor grading
2006), and also changes in its pattern to align and increasing
they were not discriminated by age, race, or reproductive
its density progressively ( Jones et al., 2019; Luparello,
status. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee
2013; Provenzano et al., 2006). In the same way, Wei et
for the use of animals in research (Ceua), Federal University
al. (2015) showed that an increase in matrix stiffness by
of Viçosa (UFV) (68/2019).
collagen fiber alignment activates epithelial-mesenchymal
transition-inducing transcription factor TWIST1 and
In multi-head microscopy, two veterinary pathologists
reduced expression of G3BP2 (Ras GTPase-activating
reexamined the selected samples to confirm the diagnosis
protein-binding protein 2) together predict poor survival
and the histopathological classification was performed in
in breast tumors.
grades I, II, and III according to the Consensus for the
Diagnosis, Prognosis and Treatment of Canine Mammary
Specifically, the deposition of type I collagen (Coll-I)
Tumors (Cassali et al., 2014). Histological sections of 3
can be determinant in the tumor microenvironment
µm thickness from the FFPE samples were prepared to
regulating proliferation, decreasing cell adhesion, survival,
staining with the histochemical Picrosirius red (PSR)
migration, and invasion (Badaoui et al., 2018; Koening
staining for the observation and quantification of the
et al., 2006). Furthermore, Coll-I fibers are the main
Coll-I and Coll-III fibers.
structural component of the stroma of various tumors and
are considered biomarkers of metastasis from breast cancer
The 30 CMGCs samples from female dogs included 8
to lung in humans (Kakkad et al., 2012).
mixed breeds, 5 Poodle, 2 Dalmatian, 2 German Shepherd,
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1 Labrador retriever, 1 Pinscher, and 1 Bull Terrier, no
information related to breed was obtained in 10 samples.
The median age at the time of diagnosis was 9 y (range:
5–16 y).
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Coll-I fibers were dominant showed different thicknesses,
sizes, and a discontinuous length with marked orange and
red birefringence showing fragmented areas in medium
proportion, distributed throughout the neoplastic area.
In the tumor stroma, mainly in the central areas, fibers
of different sizes were observed that delimited areas with
Picrosirius red (PSR) staining
Histological samples were deparaffinized in xylene and groups of tumor cells (Figure 1). Coll-III fibers were
rehydrated in alcohol. Subsequently, PSR staining was observed in the middle of Coll-I fibers with a marked
performed using a commercial kit (Histokit TM, Easypath, green-yellow birefringence, in a random distribution,
SP, Brazil), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. forming discontinuous and fragmented thick bands of
The slides were examined and ten random fields with different lengths and sizes, thinner fibers were surrounding
200X magnification were photographed using an optical tumor acini in central areas (Figure 1).
microscope with polarized light (Olympus BX-53®, Japan)
connected to an Olympus Qcolor 3 camera (Brazeiss
Representações Ltda, São Paulo, SP, Brazil). QCapture Pro
6 software (Version 6.0.0.605, Qimaging, Canada https://
www.qimaging.com/support/downloads/qcappro60.php)
was used to capture the images. Type I collagen fibers were
considered to represent red-orange birefringence and type
III green or yellow-green birefringence collagen fibers
(Coleman, 2011).

PSR interpretation

Image analysis performed by color segmentation with
ImageJ 1.49v software (National Institutes of Health,
available online: https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/index.html)
using the Threshold Plug-in Color. The values for each
type of collagen in the Threshold Color were standardized
for all images as follows: Hue 0-40 for the color red
(type I collagen) and 45-120 for the color green (type
III collagen), saturation 0-255 and brightness 5-225 for
both types of collagen (Bedoya et al., 2016). Collagens
data were export in an Excel spreadsheet (Excel version
15.35; Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA) for further
statistical analysis.

Statistical analysis

Figure 1: Collagen fibers in grades I, II, and III of the
CMGCs (canine mammary gland carcinomas). A,
CMGCs grade I, collagen fibers in the stroma appear with
red-orange birefringence (Coll-I) and green birefringence
(Coll-III). B, CMGCs grade II, a predominance of
Coll-I fibers can observe. C, CMGCs grade III, note the
formation of dense collagen bands of Coll-I. D, Collagen
fibers in pedunculated papillary structures in CMGCs,
under low polarized light. PSR staining. 200X.

The data were analyzed using descriptive statistics, and the
differences in the area (%) of type I and III collagen fibers in
the three grades of CMGCs were assessed by the KruskalWallis test using Dunn`s test as post hoc. Statistical
analysis was done using GraphPad Prism software v 8.0
(GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). Differences
were considered statistically significant when P < 0.05.

The analysis of the data revealed that there was no
significant statistical difference in the expression of
Coll-I between the three grades of CMGCs (P > 0.05)
(Figure 2). Regarding the proportion of Coll-III, there
were differences in the expression between grades I - III,
and II - III (P < 0.05) (Figure 2). The proportion of the
collagen studied may be influenced by the activity of ECM
remodeling enzymes that contribute to cancer progression
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(Green and Lund, 2005). Associating with the expression
of proteases such as matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs)
In this study, we identify, characterize, quantify and (Bonnans et al., 2014), the MMP-2, -3, -9, -14 being the
compare the Coll-I and Coll-III fibers in the three- most important in breast cancer invasion (Oskarsson,
degree intratumoral areas of CMGCs using PSR staining. 2013). Causing collagen proteolysis as a mechanism of
Among the 30 cases of mammary neoplasm evaluated, tumor invasion (Insua-Rodríguez and Oskarsson, 2016).
5,1% were carcinoma in mixed tumor (n=17), 2,1% solid
carcinoma (n=7), 1,2% tubular carcinoma (n=4) and 0,6 % The microscopic morphological characteristics and
papillary carcinoma (n=2). In the three grades of CMGCs, arrangement of the collagen fibers observed in this study
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are consistent with previous findings in the stroma of
breast carcinomas (Martins et al., 2002). Our results
indicate a higher percentage of Coll-I fibers in CMGCs,
in agreement with reports of collagen content in tumor
stroma in dogs using PSR, including canine squamous
cell carcinomas (SCC) classified as well and poorly
differentiated that showed a percentage of approximately
30% of Coll-I fibers and less than 1% of Coll-III fibers in
both grades of SCC, low and high (Bedoya et al., 2016).
Likewise, a higher proportion of Coll-I has been described
in canine neoplastic prostate compared with normal
prostate, without significant statistical differences between
the two types of collagen (Calderon et al., 2019). However,
differential staining of collagen fiber has shown dissociation
(Kauppila et al., 1998). This dissociation may be because
that type III collagen decreases with the increase in tumor
malignancy as we showed in our results. Coll-I fibers are
the most abundant component of ECM in different types
of cancer and with higher expression in metastatic tumors
(van-Kempen et al., 2003). Its fibers have been reported
as biomarkers of pulmonary metastasis in murine models
with mammary gland tumors (Provenzano et al., 2008).

Figure 2: Density of collagen type I and III in three grades
of CMGCs. Coll-I (Collagen type I), Coll-II (Collagen
type III). **** P < 0.0001.
The lack of a defined boundary between tumor-stroma
and the width of the collagen fiber is associated with a
decrease in patient survival considering related factors
such as tumor grade (Case et al., 2017), also is related that
the more aggressive carcinomas present shorter collagen
fibers in comparison with the less aggressive (Garcia et
al., 2021). At the genetic level, analysis of stromal mRNA
level in normal and tumoral mammary tissue indicated
that genes coding for Coll-I, fibroblast activation protein,
and α-smooth muscle actin are highly expressed in
tumor stroma than in normal tissues (Ettlin et al., 2017).
In addition, mRNA levels of type I and III procollagen
showed higher as the malignancy of the neoplasia increases
in human breast cancer, indicating Coll-I and CollIII synthesis as a possible pathway for tumor invasion
(Kauppila et al., 1998).
Although we do not study the survival rate concerning the
proportion of collagen and the grades of CMGC, breast
cancer in human patients showed that a high expression
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of Coll-III is related to a higher survival rate (Beck et
al., 2008). In this study, the percentage of Coll-III fibers
in the CMGCs gradually decreased as the grade of the
tumor increased, obtaining less expression of these fibers in
the grade III tumor. Regarding the degree of malignancy,
breast cancer grade III has lower rates of survival in
humans, same as reported in dogs (Moriggi et al., 2018;
Rasotto et al., 2017). On the other hand, the role of CollIII in breast cancer is still under investigation, its function
in breast cancer cells of murine and human models has
been evaluated in vitro, finding that it suppresses the
pro-carcinogenic behavior of tumor cells limiting the
growth of primary tumors and metastasis (Brisson et
al., 2015). According to the above and our results, we
suggest that theoretically, those animals with lower CollIII expression that were those with the highest CMGCs
degree would be less likely to survive as a result of the
metastatic invasion of cancer caused by the progressive
loss of Coll-III. This invasion occurs because cancer cells
interact directly with cancer-associated fibroblasts that are
components of the stroma, using an α5β1 integrin that
causes increased migration of cancer cells to fibroblast
networks (Miyazaki et al., 2019). Supporting the previous
findings that activation of focal adhesion kinase fak, an
integrin-mediated signaling molecule, is pivotal for the
development of malignant tumors (McLean et al., 2004).
Complementary diagnostic methods may be necessary
to improve the grading of the CMGCs tumors (Case
et al., 2017), there are a significant number of canine
patients whose outcomes and prognosis are not predicted
with current clinical and histopathological indicators
(Karayannopoulou et al., 2005; Oskarsson, 2013).
Therefore, we suggest that PSR can be a complementary
method that helps to support the grading of CMGCs in
a diagnostic laboratory workflow. In addition, serial tumor
sampling would allow the characterization of the collagen
fiber expression in CMGCs and may be useful as a
predictive tool for patient prognosis. Finally, this study may
represent a basis for prospective and other quantification
studies of Coll-I, Coll-II, and Coll-III in CMGCs, with
a greater number of samples of each tumor grade, using
different breeds and evaluating neoplastic behavior to
determine their possible differences. PSR staining showed
the microstructural changes and distribution of collagen
fibers in the ECM of the CMTs that correlated with
the grade of tumor differentiation. There was a greater
predominance of Coll-I in the different degrees of
CMGCs, but no difference was found in the expression of
this type of collagen among these (Figure 2). The highest
expression of Coll-III was observed in grade I, decreasing
its gradual percentage in grades II and III. Although the
survival rate was not evaluated in this study as mentioned
above, the PSR staining showed that those patients with
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a lower proportion of Coll-III in CMGCs are potentially
considered with a higher degree of malignancy and poor
prognosis.

Conclusions
The Coll-I fibers showed different lengths, disposition, and
thickness in all tumor grades with a random distribution.
In the three histological grades, the Coll-III fibers showed
a lower expression than the Coll-I fibers, showing the
highest expression of Coll-III in grade I, decreasing its
gradual percentage in grades II and III (P < 0.0001).
Our results indicate that the decrease of Coll-III in the
tumor stroma is inversely proportional to the increase in
the grading of CMGCs. Therefore, we suggest that PSR
can be a complementary method that helps to support the
grading of CMGCs in a diagnostic laboratory workflow.
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